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For a long time pdflatex offers the command \pdfannot for inserting arbitrary pdf anno-
tations. However, in a formwhere additional knowledge of the pdf reference is indispensable.
pdfcomment.sty is an answer to the - from time to time - emerging questions in newsgroups,
how one could use the comment function of Adobe Reader. At least out of the LATEX code
pdfcomment.sty offers a convenient and user-friendly possibility to use pdf annotations in
pdf files.
Unfortunately the support of pdf annotations by pdf viewers is only partly available to
nonexistent. The reference viewer for the development of this package is Adobe Reader.
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Captain Jack
Top1
This one was placed with absolute coordinates (textpos.sty)

Daisy Duck
Top2
This is a comment.

Ånsgar Lund
Top1
This is another comment.

Captain Jack
Top1
It's enough now!

Captain Jack
Top2
This is also a comment, but it's a FreeText annotation! Your, Captain Jack

Donald Duck
Top1
Why is this repeated? This is a StrikeOut markup annotation

Dr. Albertus Newton
Top2
Wow, that's nice!

Prof. Dolittle
Top1
Yeah nice, but stolen from the pgf-Users mailing list!

Donald Duck
Top1
It's better to use dark colors for annotations with lines, as you see! This is a Underline markup annotations
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Donald Duck
Top1
It's better to use dark colors for annotations with lines, as you see! This is a Underline markup annotations

Prof. Dolittle
Top1
Holy moly! Can anybody transfer that to real english!

Donald Duck
Top1
This is a Squiggly markup annotation

Donald Duck
Top1
This is a Squiggly markup annotation

Donald Duck
Top1
This is a Highlight markup annotations with page break

Donald Duck
Top1
This is a Highlight markup annotations with page break
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